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PAPER

A Method of Power Aware Large Data Download on Smartphone

Jie REN†, Member, Ling GAO†a), Hai WANG†, and Yan CHEN†, Nonmembers

SUMMARY The endurance time of smartphone still suffer from the
limited battery capacity, and smartphone apps will increase the burden of
the battery if they download large data over slow network. So how to man-
age the download tasks is an important work. To this end we propose a
smartphone download strategy with low energy consumption which called
CLSA (Concentrated Download and Low Power and Stable Link Selec-
tion Algorithm). The CLSA is intended to reduce the overhead of large
data downloads by appropriate delay for the smartphone, and it based on
three major factors: the current network situation, the length of download
requests’ queue and the local information of smartphone. We evaluate the
CLSA using a music player implementation on ZTE V880 smartphone run-
ning the Android operation system, and compare it with the other two gen-
eral download strategies, Minimum Delay and WiFi Only. Experiments
show that our download algorithm can achieve a better trade-off between
energy and delay than the other two.
key words: smartphone, download strategy, CLSA, energy-delay trade off

1. Introduction

Nowadays, the market share for the battery-powered
portable equipment keeps increasing [1], [2], and the app
market will explode exponentially to $38 billion industry
by 2015 [3]. Despite the incredible market penetration of
smartphones and exponential growth of the app market, their
utility has been and will remain severely limited by the bat-
tery life.

For example, multimedia applications such as video
playing and gaming are very much resource intensive in
terms of processing and data transfer rates. Consequently,
they consume much energy and drain smartphone battery
very quickly [4]. An investigation has proved the feasibility
of Multimedia Cloud Computing to provide the Energy-as-
a-Service (EaaS), so that can reduce the local processing [5].
But the overhead of large data transfer has not been solved
yet. Some researchers have found that the communication
subsystem contributes much to the energy consumption in
most embedded system [6], [7], and there are many apps ex-
change large data by WNI (Wireless Network Interface) of
smartphone. At present, the general download strategy of
mobiles is downloading data from web server to local (or
upload data from local to web server) as soon as the down-
load request arrives. But the immediate response may con-
sume a lot of energy and reduce the battery duration over
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poor network. This paper explores a robust method to re-
duce the overhead of smartphone in three aspects. First,
modern smartphones have multiple wireless interfaces (3G
and WiFi) for data transfer, and they also have different data
rates and transmission power [8], [9]. Second, the user usu-
ally does not consider the network environment and make
download requests depending on their requirements which
maybe discontinuous and scattered. Third, the download
tasks can be delayed because of user’s delay tolerance. This
paper describes a Concentrate Download and Low Power
and Stable Link Selection Algorithm (CLSA) based on the
Lyapunov optimization framework. The algorithm decides
which WNI to use and whether to delay the download tasks
after analyzing the local information and network state. The
CLSA was validated by a music player in the campus of
Northwest University, and the result shows that our algo-
rithm could achieve the goal of reducing energy consump-
tion within the user’s delay tolerance, a good trade-off rela-
tionship between energy and delay.

2. The Study of Centralized Tasks Strategy

This paper proposes the download strategy that originally
from traffic lights at crossroad, green light go, red light stop.
Such an orderly and concentrated management can control
people and cars effectively. For example, in order to reduce
the interrupt times of CPU and prolong the idle state of it
[10], the wake-up source needed to be managed to avoid
scattered waking. We adopt a controllable and concentrated
waking-up strategy to minimize the wakeup times, delay
the wakeup when it’s possible, so as to maintain the sys-
tem in low power state. Our download algorithm can use
this method to defer the download requests when the smart-
phone with poor network and reduce the times of WNI stat-
ues switching between idle and working, as shown in Fig. 1.

We apply the concentrated strategy to the PCM (Pro-

Fig. 1 Concentrated waking-up strategy.
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Fig. 2 Original consumer model.

ducer/Consumer Model). In the original PCM, two threads
share a public buffer zone. The producer always put the data
into the buffer and the consumer process the data. There are
three threads, the main thread allocate and provide a series
of system resources such as buffer zones and physical mem-
ory, the producer thread write data and the consumer thread
read data.

Further control those threads which have a collabora-
tive relationship, we optimize the original PCM, and take
the consumer (offer download service) as the task that could
be delayed to process. In the original PCM, the consumer
will be waked up to process date even though there is only
one data in buffer zone, resulting in much task switching,
as shown in Fig. 2. We set a upper threshold to control the
inappropriate wakeup behaviors, thus the consumer will be
waken up to process data only when the number of data
reach the threshold. Figure 3 shows the optimal consumer
model that can reduce some potential wake-up behaviors, so
as to reduce the waste in the system and achieve low energy
consumption. But at the same time, it will create some new
problems. First, if the smartphone in the good network envi-
ronmet, only a small amount of download requests does not
reach the upper threshold, thus the consumer will not pro-
vide download service. Second, if we set a small threshold
and the network environment is poor, so that the number of
download requests will reach the upper threshold easily as
well as consume much energy. In order to solve these prob-
lems, we propose the CLSA download strategy in which the
threshold is a variable not a constant value.

3. A Simple Example

In order to illustrate the energy-optimal download strategy,
we consider the following example with two wireless net-
work interfaces, WiFi and 3G, to download data. The sys-
tem operates in slotted time, and the network state of every
slot is taken into consideration.

U[t] denotes the length of current download request

Fig. 3 Optimal consumer model.

queue, and no power should be allocated for downloading
data when U[t] = 0. We must decide whether to allocate
power on the current slot or wait for a more energy-efficient
future network state. In this example, we set WiFi transmit
power to 1 watt and 3G transmit power to 1.5 watt. S [t] de-
notes radio network state is among ‘Good’, ‘Medium’ and
‘Bad’:

Pwi f i[t] = 1, P3G[t] = 1.5, S wi f i[t], S 3G[t] ∈ {G,M, B}
And we set μ[t] as the download rate, given by:

u[0, S All] = 0 units/slot for all S wi f i(t),

S 3G(t) ∈ {G,M, B}
uwi f i[1,G] = 3, uwi f i[1,M] = 2, uwi f i[1, B] = 1

u3G[1.5,G] = 3, u3G[1.5,M] = 2, u3G[1.5, B] = 1

The radio network can download 3 units of data with
‘Good’ state, 2 units with ‘Medium’, 1 units with ‘Bad’.
There is no difference between WiFi and 3G.

Let A[t] represent the number of newcome download
requests during slot t. Queueing dynamics proceed accord-
ing to the equation:

U[t + 1] = U[t] − u{PAll[t], S All[t]} + A[t]

We assume A[t] and S [t] for the first 9 timeslots t ∈
{0, 1, . . . , 8} are given in Table 1, and the largest rate back-
log product U[t]u[t] as the policy one (p1) of WNI se-
lection. This policy can be shown to stabilize the system
whenever possible [11], [12], although it is not necessarily
energy-efficient. We can get that the queue backlog is 0
at the beginning slot, so p1 will not select any WNI. Be-
cause A[0] = 4, so the U[1] = 4 at slot 1, and wifi or 3G
means the selected interface at present slot. The WNI states
at slot 1 are {S wi f i[t], S 3G[t]} = {G,M}, so the product of
U[1]uwi f i[1,G] = 12, U[1]u3g[1.5,M] = 8 the Max U[t]u[t]
policy select WiFi to download data, and so on for other
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Table 1 Example.

t 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
A[t] 4 0 5 0 3 0 2 1 0

Swi f i[t] G G B M G B B G G
S3G[t] M M M G B M M M M

P1 U[t] 0 4(wifi) 1(3G) 4(3G) 1(wifi) 1(3G) 0 2(wifi) 0
P2 U[t] 0 4(wifi) 1 6(3G) 3(wifi) 3 3 5(wifi) 3(wifi)

slots. According to the Table 1, almost every slot needs to
select a WNI to download data except slot 0 and 6, and the
time average power consumption:

P1
av =

1×3+1.5×3
9 = 0.83 watt

Then we consider a better policy two (p2) that down-
loads data with good WNI state, so the time average power
consumption:

P2
av =

1×4+1.5
9 = 0.61 watt

Although the finite time cannot show the full advantage
of the better policy very well, the example still illustrates
that the energy can be saved by appropriate strategy. In the
next section, we focus on the stability of the queue backlog,
and then we develop a more intelligent download strategy.

4. Lyapunov Optimization Framework

Lyapunov optimization framework [13] is an architecture
that guarantees the stability of all queues in the network and
optimizes other objects (Power, Fairness and Throughput).

4.1 Stable Queue

First, we need to give the concept of stable queue. Let U[t]
denote the queue backlog at beginning of timeslot t, μ[t]
is the download speed and A[t] is the app download tasks’
length during timeslot t. The condition for the stable net-
work is the increased data less than the transferred data dur-
ing slot t (A[t] ≤ u[t]) [14]. Over time, the queue backlog
evolves as follows:

U[t + 1] = U[t] − u[t] + A[t] (1)

The queue is stable if:

U = lim
t→∞ sup

1
t

t∑

τ=0

E{U[τ]} < ∞ (2)

Under the finite length of stable queue, the time aver-
age transmission power defined as:

P = lim
t→∞ sup

1
t

t∑

τ=0

E{P[τ]|U[τ]} < ∞ (3)

4.2 Lyapunov Drift for Queueing Networks

Lyapunov drift is a well-known technique used to analyze
the stability of queue. It involves defining a nonnegative,

scalar function, called a Lyapunov function whose value de-
pends on the queue backlog U[t]. If there are N waiting
queues in the network, and define the vector of queue back-
logs at time t by:

→
U[t] = (U1[t],U2[t], . . . ,UN[t]) (4)

For each slot t, define Lyapunov function L[t] as the
sum of the squares of the current queue backlogs (divided
by 2 for convenience later):

L[t]
Δ
=

1
2

N∑

i=1

Ui[t]
2 (5)

This function is a scalar measure of the total queue
backlog in the network. It is called quadratic Lyapunov
function on the queue state. Define the Lyapunov drift as
the change in this function from one slot to the next:

Δ(t) = L[t + 1] − L[t] (6)

4.3 Bounding the Lyapunov Drift

From (1) we can suppose the queue backlog i change over
time according to the following equation:

Ui[t + 1] = max{Ui[t] + Ai[t] − ui[t], 0} (7)

This equation can be used to compute a bound on the
Lyapunov drift for any slot t:

Ui[t + 1]2 = max {Ui[t] + Ai[t] − ui[t], 0}2
≤ {Ui[t] + Ai[t] − ui[t]}2 (8)

Rearranging this inequality, summing over all i and di-
viding by 2 leads to:

Δ(t) ≤ B[t] +
N∑

i=1

Ui[t]{Ai[t] − ui[t]} (9)

Where B[t] is defined:

B[t] =
1
2

N∑

i=1

{Ai[t]
2 + ui[t]

2 − 2Ai[t]ui[t]} (10)

Suppose the second moments of arrivals and service in
each queue are bounded, so that there is a finite constant
B > 0 such that for all t and all possible queue vectors U[t]
the following property holds:

E{B[t]|U[t]} ≤ B (11)
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Taking conditional expectations of (9) leads to the fol-
lowing bound on the conditional expected Lyapunov drift:

E{Δ(t)|U[t]} ≤ B +
N∑

i=1

Ui[t]E{Ai[t] − ui[t]|U[t]} (12)

4.4 A Basic Lyapunov Drift Theorem

In most cases, the network can be controlled so that the dif-
ference between arrivals and service at each queue satisfies
the following property for some real number [15], [16]:

E{ui[t] − Ai[t]|U[t]} ≥ ε(ε > 0) (13)

Bring (13) into (12) we can get:

E{Δ(t)|U[t]} ≤ B − ε
N∑

i=1

Ui[t] (14)

Summing the above expression over τ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t−1}
and using the law of telescoping sums gives:

E{L[t]} − E{L[0]} ≤ Bt − ε
t−1∑

τ

N∑

i=1

E{Ui[τ]} (15)

Then for all slots t > 0 the time average queue size in
the network satisfies:

1
t

t−1∑

τ

N∑

i=1

E[Ui(τ)]
1
t

t−1∑

τ

N∑

i=1

E[Ui(τ)]

≤ B
ε
+

E[L(0)]
εt

(16)

Under the condition of E{ui[t]− Ai[t]|U[t]} ≥ ε(ε > 0),
it can be proved that the average length of queue backlog of
all nodes in the network cell is bounded, so that the network
is stable. We can get the same result on a single node by
analogy analysis.

5. Concentrate Download and Low Power and Stable
Link Selection Algorithm

The core of CLSA is the optimized PCM, and focus on a sin-
gle node, smartphone. The goal is to stabilize the queueing
network while minimizing the average transmits power.

5.1 CLSA

The link selection algorithm:

l̃[t] = max(U[t] × E{u[t]|l, S l[t]} −W × Pl[t]) (17)

It chooses a link l̃[t] to download data during times-
lot t by calculate the max{l̃[t]}(l̃[t] > 0), the current request
queue backlog is U[t]. E{u[t]|l, S l[t]} is the estimation of
download rate which can be achieved on link l and the cur-
rent channel condition S l[t]. Pl[t] is the transmite power, W
is a weight parameter that used for energy and delay trade-
off.

The CLSA is an extended branch of M.J. Neely’s algo-
rithm [17], it will not select any link to download data when
l̃[t] ≤ 0. The formula (17) derived as follows.

Let quadratic Lyapunov function L[t] as the sum of the
squares of the current download request queue backlogs:

L{U[t]} Δ= 1
2
{U[t]}2 (18)

Lyapunov drift:

Δ(U[t])
Δ
= E{L{U[t + 1]} − L{U[t]}|U[t]}

=
1
2

U[t + 1]2 − 1
2

U[t]2

=
1
2
{U[t] − u[t] + A[t]}2 − 1

2
U[t]2

=
1
2
{u[t]2 + A[t]2 − 2u[t]A[t]} − U[t]{u[t] − A[t]}

=
1
2

(u[t] − A[t])2 − U[t]{u[t] − A[t]}

=
1
2

(u[t] + A[t])2 − U[t]{u[t] − A[t]} − 2U[t]A[t]

≤ 1
2

(u[t] + A[t])2 − U[t]{u[t] − A[t]} (19)

Take conditional expectations given U[t]:

Δ(U[t]) ≤ 1
2

E{(u[t] + A[t])2|U[t]}
−U[t]E{u[t] − A[t]|U[t]} (20)

Let B[t] equal to:

C[t]
Δ
=

1
2
{E{(A[t] + u[t])2|U[t]}} (21)

And then bring (21) into (20), we can obtain:

Δ(U[t]) ≤ C[t] − U[t]E{u[t]|U[t]} + U[t]A[t] (22)

Now we take the minimum power consumption objec-
tive into consideration, and add a weighted cost to achieve
the goal of low power and the stability of request queue:

Δ(U[t]) +WE{P[t]|U[t]}
≤ C[t]−U[t]E{u[t]|U[t]}+U[t]A[t]+WE{P[t]|U[t]}
= C[t] − U[t]E{E{u[t]|U[t], l, S l[t]}}
+U[t]A[t] +WE{P[t]|U[t]}
= C[t] − E{(U[t]E{u[t]|l, S l[t]}
−WP[t])|U[t]} + U[t]A[t] (23)

We assume the data arrival speed A[t], and the data ser-
vice speed μ[t] have finite variance, exist constant to satisfy
A[t] < A and E[u[t]|U[t]] < u, so we can get:

C[t] < C ∀t,C = (A + u)2 (24)

From (23) we can know that minimizing the right side
hand of formula will guarantee the stability of request queue
with minimum power consumption. However, we cannot
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control the application data arrival process, and hence can-
not do much about the term U[t]A[t]. In order to minimize
the right hand side of (23), CLSA maximizes the negative
term on the right hand side of (23), so we get the control
decision in (17).

From (17), we can get that the CLSA will stop the
download service if the smartphone under poor network
condition. Corresponding to the consumer with idle state
in the PCM, and it will be waken up until the number of
data reach the upper threshold which produced by the user.
The threshold is not a constant value in the CLSA, it either
small in good network environment or large when the down-
load speed is low. The key of the threshold is the parameter
W, it control power and delay trade-off in (17). The en-
ergy consumption will not be taken into consideration if W
is small enough, and the algorithm will offer the minimum
delay download service. On the contrary, the algorithm will
save much energy if the W is big, it will delay the down-
load service as long as possible until U[t] × E{u[t]|U[t]} is
bigger than W × Pl[t]. So a good W is important for the
algorithm to control power and delay trade-off. We can set
the W as a configurable for the users, so they can set it for
different goals, but the users do not need nor want to know
the internal theory. We will provide a fixed W which can
achieve a good performance by a serious of simulations in
Sect. 6.3. The concentrated download strategy accomplish
three goals. First, the CLSA will reduce the energy dissipa-
tion which caused by switching the state of WNI between
working and idle frequently. Second, deferring the down-
load request until the smartphone with the good network, so
that will prevent downloading data with poor speed which
consume much energy. Third, dynamic threshold guaran-
tees the stability of request queue, avoiding the infinitely
increasing of queue backlogs.

5.2 Average Queue Backlog and Power Consumption

M.J. Neely has defined the average length of queue backlog
and the minimum average power consumption in a network
cell. We defined the same thing of a single node with pa-
rameter W > 0:

U = lim
t→∞ sup

1
t

t∑

τ=0

E{U[τ]} < C +WP∗/
ε (25)

P = lim
t→∞ sup

1
t

t∑

τ=0

E{U[τ]} < P∗ +
C
W

(26)

The derivation process of the above formulas is similar
to [17], but (25) (26) are only for single node. P∗ is a theo-
retical lower bound on the time average power consumption,
ε > 0 is a constant that means the distance between arrival
pattern and the capacity region boundary. We can let the av-
erage power consumption close to theoretical lower bound
P∗ by increasing the value of W, but the cost of it is the linear
increase in length of request queue, prolonging the wait time
for users. On the contrary, we can also reduce the latency of

Fig. 4 The relationship between RSSI and download speed.

download service by decreasing the value of W. The rela-
tionship between energy and delay satisfies [O(1/W),O(W)].

5.3 Estimation of Download Rate

At present, there is no general strategy nor related software
can predict the download speed of smartphone accurately
with few energy. This paper proposes a forecast method
by the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) of differ-
ent APs. We store the AP’s SSID, current RSSI and down-
load speed as one item and refresh it when a new download
service comes and calculate the average speed. The result
shows that the error < 8%, satisfying the experiment re-
quirement. Figure 4 shows the relationship between RSSI
and download rate, and they are almost proportional.

6. Validation

We develop a music player based on open source MP3 de-
coder Libmad on the Android 2.2, and implement the CLSA
in this app. The experiment is conducted on ZTE V880 and
table 2 shows the related parameters. The Agilent 66332A
provide DC power supply, two Agilent 334410A measure
voltage and current respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.

6.1 Experiment Object

The experiment conducted in Northwest University where
equipped many WiFi hotspots, and collect data around four
locations, Dormitory, Dining Hall, Library and Laboratory,
as shown in Fig. 6. Based on our measurement of V880,
we get the download power of 3G and WiFi are 0.925W and
1.387W, respectively, as shown in Table 3. Table 4 lists WiFi
signal strength.

6.2 Android WiFi Linking Strategy

We conducted three tests to verify the Android embedded
linking strategy.
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Fig. 5 Energy measurement tools.

Fig. 6 Southern campus of NWU.

Table 2 ZTE V880.

ZTE V880
CPU 600MHZ
RAM 256M
ROM 512M

Micro-SD
Card

2GB

Network GSM+WCDMA+Wifi
OS Android 2.2

Battery Li-ion 1250mAh

Table 3 Power of radio network.

Platform WiFi 3G
ZTE V880 0.925W 1.387W

Table 4 Signal strength of WiFi.

Dorm Lib Lab Din
Hotspot Laptop Router Router None
Strength Weak Normal Strong None
Distance 5–10m 15–20m 30–40m 0m

Test one:
1) Open WiFi interface.
2) Connect to WiFi hotspot AP1, and then connect to AP2.
3) Close WiFi interface, and then open WiFi interface
(AP1 RS S I > 0, AP2 RS S I > 0).

The WiFi linking strategy will select AP2, the lately hotspot.
Test two:
1) Open WiFi interface.
2) Connect to WiFi hotspot AP1, and then connect to AP2.
3) Close WiFi interface, and then open WiFi interface
(AP1 RS S I > 0, AP2 RS S I == 0).
The WiFi linking strategy will select AP1, the hotspot with
WiFi signal.
Test three:
1) Open WiFi interface.
2) Connect to WiFi hotspot AP1, and connect to AP2, then
AP3.
3) Close WiFi interface, and then open WiFi interface
(AP1 RS S I == 3, AP2 RS S I == 2, AP3 RS S I == 0).
The WiFi linking strategy will select AP2, the hotspot with
WiFi signal and lately connected, not select the hotspots
with strongest signal. This problem still exists till the lat-
est Android version 4.4.

Our download strategy can solve this problem, select
the hotspot with strongest signal by RSSI and download
speed, resulting in low energy consumption.

6.3 Experiment and Analysis

The paper compares CLSA against other two general al-
gorithms, Minimum Delay (always make an immediate re-
sponse) and WiFi Only (only use WiFi to transmit data).
We also measured the overhead of different strategies over
HTTP and FTP protocols via 3G and WiFi interfaces. We
download music at four locations, suppose the arrival pro-
cess A[t] obeying the uniform distribution, and then hang
around 50 minutes at each site, record the experiment data.
Let S i(i ∈ {1 . . .N}), Ei(i ∈ {1 . . .N}) and Di(i ∈ {1 . . .N})
denote the length, overhead and delay of song i, then calcu-
late the average energy consumption and delay per byte by
(27).

E =

N∑
i=1

Ei

N∑
i=1

S i

,D =

N∑
i=1

Di

N∑
i=1

S i

(27)

We use the product of E(J) and D(s) to evaluate the
performance of different W. The evaluation based on two
factors, energy and delay, the higher the product, the worse
the performance. If there is no WiFi hotspots and the user
in a relatively closed environment, the W should be higher
to delay the downloads longer because of poor network en-
vironment. So we can make a settable W for users to deal
with different environments, but they do not have special-
ized knowledge and do not need to know how it works.
Maybe the battery will be drained faster after the user set
a new W, therefore we set W as a constant in this paper. We
conducted a serious of simulations to choose a good W in
the range from 10 to 50. And the result shows that when
W = 22, our algorithm can reach the best performance from
Fig. 7
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Table 5 E(J) and D(s) of three different download strategy by FTP.

Minimum Delay WiFi Only CLSA
E(J)×10−6 D(s) E(J)×10−6 D(s) E(J)×10−6 D(s)

Dorm 5.41 187 1.15 192 1.88 346
Lib 1.45 40 0.564 118 1.23 62
Lab 3.7 66 0.38 86 1.12 32
Din 1.4 45 0.578 4025 1.29 233

Average 2.99 84 0.668 1105 1.38 168

Fig. 7 CLSA performace with different W.

Table 5 shows the result after data processing over FTP.
We know that the Minimum Delay with the minimum la-
tency and consume the most energy per byte. The Minimum
Delay will not take the network state into consideration and
make an immediate response when the download request ar-
rive, so it will cause high energy consumption if the smart-
phone in the poor network environment. WiFi only with the
maximum latency and consume the least energy per byte.
The aforementioned download power of WiFi interface is
lower than 3G interface and the transmit rate is faster than
3G, so it consumes the least energy per byte. But the length
of the request queue will increase infinitely when there is no
WiFi signal around. The CLSA provides a good trade-off
between energy and delay by formula (17). Under the poor
network condition, CLSA will not select a link to download
unless the request queue backlog is long enough, so that will
save some energy and avoid infinite latency. For example,
the average download speed of 3G is 20Kb/s and WiFi is
100Kb/s in dormitory. The smartphone cannot get WiFi sig-
nal when it is far away from the hotspot, then the CLSA will
make a decision by detecting RSSI and local queue back-
logs. If the queue backlog do not reach the upper threshold
with slow speed, the CLSA will not offer download service
to save energy, but it will offer download service when the
length of queue is long enough, guaranteeing the stability of
queue.

We compare the performance of different download
strategies by the product of E(J) and D(s) in Fig. 8. WiFi
Only owns minimum E(J), but it does not achieve the best
performance because of the maximum D(s). Only if both
E(J) and D(s) have better value, the download strategy can
get good performance. CLSA neither reduce the most en-
ergy, nor have the lowest latency, but it owns the best com-
prehensive properties which consider the energy/delay trade

Fig. 8 Performance comparison between different strategies.

off in the algorithm. From Fig. 8 we can see that the CLSA
does not get great advantage compare with Minimum Delay,
because we conduct our experiments in a relatively open en-
vironment with many WiFi hotspots, and the radio signal is
strong in most cases. If the user always in a good network
environment (strong radio signal, quickly network speed)
the CLSA will not offer significant help at this time, but if
there is no WiFi hotspots and the 3G signal is poor (weak
radio signal), the Minimum Delay will show a worse perfor-
mance, it will consume more energy to finish the download
as soon as possible, and the CLSA can balance the energy
and delay to get a good performance. The CLSA will per-
form better in a relatively poor network environment.

7. Related Work & Conclusion

A number of specialized energy saving techniques on mo-
biles have been proposed. Pathak [18] presented the eprof,
the first fine-grained energy profiler for smartphone apps.
Eprof can find out the code bugs that cause the energy dis-
sipation in apps and then fix them. Abhinav P. also focused
on the apps no-sleep bug [19] which will let the I/O compo-
nents stay awake for a long time until a force suspend, then
he developed better programming language support to avoid
no-sleep bugs at programming time [20]. Other specialized
energy saving techniques, e.g., for specific applications on
mobile system [9], [21], for a specific protocol [8], [22], via
offloading [23], [24], and via delaying communication [25].

This paper describes an energy/delay trade off ap-
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proach for data download. We propose an optimal PCM
model, and then we use Lyapunov optimization framework
and optimal PCM model to develop the download algorithm
CLSA for smartphone. The CLSA reduce unnecessary over-
head and achieve energy-efficient to a certain degree, it can
get great advantage in poor network condition. We imple-
ment our algorithm in the ZTE V880 smartphone running
the Android operating system. Experiments show that our
algorithm can get better performance than prior works. The
low power download algorithm provides smartphone users
with better usage experiences.
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